Finding Percentages of Amounts
Twinkl Department Store Sale!
For one day only, we’ve cut the prices of all our stock for Twinkl Loyalty Card owners! Each
item is now only a percentage of its full price. The loyalty card next to each item shows the
percentage of the full price that the item costs in the sale.
Work out the sale price for each item in the shop.
1.

75%

£46

75% of price =

.20

2.

80%

£12

80% of price =

.80

3.

65%

£16

65% of price =

.40

4.

15%

£63

.60
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15% of price =

Finding Percentages of Amounts
5.

95%

£14

95% of price =

1.00

6.

25%

£28

25% of price =

.80

7.

30%

30% of price =

£4.4

0

8.

45%

£9.2

0
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45% of price =

2

A regular bar of chocolate weighs 300 g. It is on offer in two different shops.
Which offer has more chocolate? How do you know?

Question 1

3

Two bars of chocolate are on offer.
Which offers more chocolate? How do you know?

Question 2

4

Who got more correct answers? Convince me.

Laura scored 75% on a grammar test. There were 96 marks. Mo sat a different test with 80
marks. He got 4
correct.
5

Question 3

Reading – p 12 - 26 Rose Blanche
Before you start: Read the book ‘Rose Blanche’ via the video on DB
Do Now: Rose is following the lorry to a different place, just outside of town. How would you describe the
setting? What do you think she will find there?
Respond to the following questions with point + evidence
pp. 12 – 13
What evidence can you see in the images that Rose was not supposed to follow the lorries?
pp. 14 – 15
There is a large group of young people standing behind the barbed wire fence. Find two phrases that explain
how they feel behind the fence.
pp. 16-17
Rose decides to do something to help the young people behind the fence. Which two things does Rose do to
help them?
pp. 18 – 19
All the people on p. 18 – 19 seem tired. Why is Rose tired? Why are the soldiers tired? Use the text and the
images to find evidence.
This is the last lesson on Rose Blanche, I hope you have enjoyed it. Please read the rest of the book to see
what happens next. Unfortunately, there is not a happy ending to the story.

Writing – Song Lyrics for ‘London is the Place for Me’
Yesterday, we gathered ideas for the lyrics for our song. Today, we arrange the lyrics into a song with the
music.
Listen to the music in the background and think about what matches the rhythm. Some of the lyrics will be
the same, some are the ones that you will change.
Here is a link to a video with the music and the lyrics https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=su6yNdw5wYo
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Musical Intro
London is the place for me
London this lovely city
_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

London that is the place for me!

London this lovely city
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________
London that is the place for me!

London this lovely city
________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

London that is the place for me!

Humanities – Who was Hitler and how did the second world war begin?
See the pack for the resources and DB page for the video lesson

Music – Explore the key characteristics of the samba
See the DB page for the video lesson.
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Lesson 6

Who was Hitler and how did
the Second World War begin?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary

•

When President Hindenburg died in August 1934, Hitler was able
to declare himself Führer (Leader) and had absolute power in
Germany.

•

The Great
Depression

•

unemployment

•

Britain and France tried to appease Hitler at the Munich
Conference.

•

Nazi Party

•

Once Hitler was given the Sudetenland, he then marched
troops into Czechoslovakia.

•

occupy

•

Reichstag

•

On 1st September 1939, Hitler invaded Poland. Two days later,
France and Britain declared war on Germany.

•

Führer

•

appeasement

•

expansion

Knowledge Quiz 3.5
1. On what day did the war end?

11th November

11th October

11th December

2. In what year was the Treaty of Versailles signed?

1918

1919

1920

1917

Germany

Russia

1920

1917

100,000

1 million

3. Which country asked for an armistice?

France

Britain

4. When was rationing introduced?

1918

1919

5. How many men was the German army restricted to?

10,000

150,000
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Who was Hitler and how did he rise to power?
Following the First World War, there was a period between 1918-1939
called the Interwar years. During this time, in 1929, the stock market
crashed which meant banks took back the money they had loaned,
and people did not go out and buy products or invest in companies.
Companies started to make less, and millions lost their jobs. Germany
suffered hugely as the United States demanded the money back
that had been loaned to them. Germany’s economy collapsed and
unemployment rose from 1.5 to 6 million in just three years. This was
known as The Great Depression.
In Germany, the Weimar government were not able to resolve the situation as they did not
receive enough votes. All over Germany there were many social problems and crime. People
were faced with poverty, hunger and disease. The consequences of the Depression meant
Germans increasingly began to look to the political extremes for answers. The National Socialist
German Workers’ Party or Nazi Party benefitted from this the most. Adolf Hitler was the leader
of the Nazi party and he was able to captivate his audience. Hitler served in the First World War
and was bitter about the harsh terms of the Treaty of Versailles. Hitler’s leadership, their appealing
policies and the violence of The SA (military support) helped make the Nazi’s the largest party in
the Reichstag by the middle of 1932.
In January 1933, Hitler was appointed Chancellor by President Hindenburg. Hitler quickly passed
a law which gave him unlimited powers for four years. He then removed any other political parties
that could go up against him. By the time President Hindenburg died in August 1934, Hitler was
able to declare himself Führer (Leader) and had absolute power in Germany.

Why did Germany’s economy collapse?

How many people become unemployed?

Name three problems that Germany was facing during this time:
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What was Hitler able to do to gain control?
Outline the key moments that provided Hitler with control.

How did Hitler’s actions lead to war?
After Hitler became Führer, he believed in creating a new greater
Germany, where only a “pure” German race would live. He called this
the “Aryan” race. Still angry at the Treaty of Versailles, Hitler was keen to
take back what had been taken from Germany. In the mid-1930s, he
secretly began rebuilding the German army, navy and airforce. After
signing alliances with Italy and Japan against the Soviet Union (Russia),
Hitler sent troops to occupy Austria in 1938. Austria welcomed Hitler.
Hitler openly went against the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, however
the United States and Soviet Union were concentrated on internal
politics at the time, and neither France nor Britain wanted to confront
Hitler’s actions.
Neville Chamberlain was Prime Minister of the United Kingdom from May 28th, 1937, to May 10th,
1940. He believed in a policy of ‘appeasement’ which meant that if Hitler’s demands were
reasonable then they could be met, and he would be satisfied. On three occasions in September
1938, Chamberlain went to Germany to try and prevent the outbreak of war. Hitler demanded
that Czechoslovakia give up the Sudetenland to Germany because most of the population were
German. Chamberlain first promised Hitler all the areas where more than 50% of the population
were German. Czechoslovakia was not part of these discussions and did not want to give Hitler
the Sudetenland. By the Munich Agreement on 30th September, Chamberlain and Premier
Édouard Daladier of France agreed to give Hitler all the Sudetenland. When Chamberlain
returned to Britain, he held up a piece of white paper and stated, “peace for our time.”
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What two things did Hitler do that went directly against the terms of the
Treaty of Versailles?

What was the aim of the policy of appeasement?


What did Hitler want from Czechoslovakia and why?




Why was the positioning of the Sudetenland important?
Giving Hitler the Sudetenland left Czechoslovakia defenseless. On 15th March 1939, German troops
marched into Czechoslovakia. This proved that Hitler was not really interested in the German
population of the Sudetenland and that he only wanted that land so he could easily invade
Czechoslovakia. Chamberlain realized that Hitler could not be trusted and guaranteed that Britain
would defend Poland if Germany invaded.
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Bulgaria

Finding Percentages of Amounts
9.

75%

75% of price =

£6.8

0

10.

35%

£32

35% of price =

.60

Challenge: Next week, all the full prices will increase by 5%. Work out the new price for each
item. (Hint: Find one tenth, halve it and add this number to the full price.)
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Finding Percentages of Amounts Answers
Item

Full Price

Sale Price

Challenge
(+5% Price)

1.

Trainers

£46.20

75% = £34.65

£48.51

2.

Book

£12.80

80% = £10.24

£13.44

3.

Hairdryer

£16.40

65% = £10.66

£17.22

4.

Mobile phone

£63.60

15% = £9.54

£66.78

5.

Tablet

£141.00

95% = £133.95

£148.05

6.

Jeans

£28.80

25% = £7.20

£30.24

7.

Pencil case

£4.40

30% = £1.32

£4.62

8.

T-Shirt

£9.20

45% = £4.14

£9.66

9.

Football

£6.80

75% = £5.10

£7.14

10.

Guitar

£32.60

35% = £11.41

£34.23

